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We're constantly fascinated by what our zodiac token says about our lives, whether it's which signs are most compatible, the best sex positions for each sign, or how each sign deals with conflict in relationships. So Bustle enlisted Mecca Woods, a New York City-based Astrologer from MyLifeCreated.com to tell us all
about how astrology affects our lives every week. This week's topic: your weekly horoscope for the week of September 12-18.There is an encounter between the Sun (self-expression, confidence) and Mercury (communications) on September 12 that will key up the true power of Mercury retrograde. With both the Suns
and Mercury in Virgo, we'll be asked to look at something from the past and find ways to fix it rather than freak out about it. As Virgo deals with health and work-related matters, check out these areas to make the most impact. However, the biggest event of the week goes down on Friday, September 16, when the Sun
and Moon (emotions) meet for a lunar eclipse in Pisces. Picking up the Pisces eclipse in March 2016, we can expect this eclipse to stir us deep into our souls; help us release something that is no longer fulfilling. With Mars (passion, anger) kicking off with this eclipse, we can expect whatever feelings are coming up this
week to be of the visceral kind. Though with Mars and Uranus (breakthrough) getting friendly this week, it looks like we won't be too upset to leave something behind. Further! Read below to find out what this week's stars mean for your sign. And remember to tual into Bustle's weekly horoscopes video live.m on Facebook
every Monday at 4 p.m. for a rundown of your weekly horoscope. Aries (March 21 - April 19)Think of this week as your moment to end or close a chapter in your life that offers you no growth or emotional nutrition. Freedom is now a great theme for you, don't let anything get in the way of yours. Taurus (April 20 - May
20)Are the people in your life able to pull their own weight? What if you didn't always come to the rescue? These are questions that need answers now if you're looking for more balance in your relationships. Gemini (May 21 – June 20) It's time to take your career to the next level, but is a relationship or family obligation
thwarting your plans? You may need to look at ways to strengthen your support system. You can't get to the top alone. Cancer (June 21 – July 22) If it's more freedom you desire, it's time to better prioritize the responsibilities and tasks already on your plate. Don't let pronutation stand in between you and your biggest
dreams. Leo (July 23 - August 22) Something you've built or spared after finally can pay off. Converging on the other, you can also discover where you've given away too much of your time and resources. Your security comes first. Virgo (August 23 - September 22)Now that you're getting clearer about you want to move
forward, you can decide to take a relationship to the next level or end one altogether. Think of yourself as needed renovation work. Libra (September 23 – October 22)You may experience a revelation this week that motivates you to close the door on a draining work situation or to break an addiction (to sugar?) affecting
your health. Take care of you. Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)This week should serve as a powerful reminder of why you might need to stop selling yourself short when it comes to love or your creative genius. You deserve better. Make sure you get it. Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) A problem at home
can call on most of your time now, so you feel like you need to put your plans or ambitions on the back burner. Secure your foundations so you can build for the future. Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)Let it go, Capricorn. It's no sense to cling to an old perspective idea, or faith if it doesn't take you anywhere you
need to be or limiting your growth in some way. Update your thinking. Aquarius (January 20 – 18) This is the week to not only refine your strategy to see your hopes and wishes come true, but it's also a good week to make sure you have the resources/finances in place to execute that strategy. Pisces (February 19 -
March 20)You are gradually leveling, but reflect your relationships (whether business or romantic) reflect the boss you become? Now is the time to invoke some self-discipline in your career and partnership goals. Images: Fotolia; Caroline Wurtzel/Bustle New YorkLyell Sample Auction Ladies, be sure to check out Lyell's
thrilling 5-hour sample sale this Saturday, September 27, from noon to 5 p..m. Scoring samples from Emma Fletcher's latest fall '08 and holiday '08/'09 collections, as well as favor from recent seasons and pick vintage. Cash only. Lyell Sample Sale, 102 Forsyth Street, (between Broome and Grand streets); 212-966-
8484.Début Boutique Now until September 29, the Début boutique gets a start on fashion's future stars with their newest showcase with recent Parsons graduates. Preview the latest clothing and accessory collections by these talented up-and-comers before they hit it big. Début, 298 Mulberry Street, (between Houston
and Bleecker Streets); 212-343-2717.Honey in the Rough/Narnia Vintage Sample Auction Two L.E.S. favorites, Honey in the Rough and Narnia Vintage, join forces for a fall sample sale this Friday, September 26, and Saturday, September 27, from 11 to 8 p.m. Honey in the Rough's coveted stock is now down to 75%,
including dresses, jewellery and accessories from Alice McCall, Tsumori Chisato, Samantha Pleet, and more - while Narnia's choice of vintage clothing and shoes from the 1890s to the 1990s starts at just $20. Honey in the Rough &amp; Narnia Vintage Sample Sale, 157 Rivington Street, (between Suffolk and Clinton
streets); 212-979-0661 or 212-228-6415.St. Kilda Sample Sale Nora Kogan St. Kilda jewelry is now up to 80% off at her one-day sample sale this Sunday, September 28, from 10 to 5 p..m. Located Within the Brooklyn Flea Flea the sale includes her delicate earrings, necklaces, rings and more— including the Love Ring
(now $50), the Little Sheba earrings (now $80), and the Indian Sun earrings (now $30). Cash only. St. Kilda Sample Sale at the Brooklyn Flea Market, 357 Clermont Avenue, (near Lafayette Avenue); Fort Greene; no phone. Ron Herman Annual Sale L.A. mainstay Ron Herman launches their annual sale this Friday,
September 27, at the Fred Segal Melrose boutique. Expect discounts of up to 50% off summer clothing and accessories—including a 3.1 Phillip Lim Collect Strapless dress (now $324), a Twenty8Twelve Blair V-neck T-shirt (now $54), and a Vanessa Bruno Sequinned Layered Sleeve Dress (now $357.50). Ron Herman
at Fred Segal, 8100 Melrose Avenue, (between N. Kilkea Drive and N. Crescent Heights Boulevard); 323-651-4129.Dolan Sample Auction On Friday, September 26, from 8 to 4 p.m., Dolan's easy-to-wear dresses and separates are now up to 85% off at their seasonal sample sale. Sale includes samples and overstock
from their current falls '08 and holiday collections, including select coats (now $100), dresses (now $45), and sweaters (now $60). Dolan Sample Sale, 1407 Paloma Street, (at East 14th Street); 213-748-4401. Diabless Closing Sale Melrose boutique Diabless is closing store and clearing remaining summer merch with
discounts of up to 70% off. The French label's choice of dresses, tops, and jackets is priced to move—including the colorful Blaze blouse (now $157.50) and the Oracle dress (now $96). Diabless Closing Sale, 8406 Melrose Avenue, (near North Orlando Avenue); 323-651-4300.Rodan vs. Griffith Pop up Shop This Week,
Rodan vs. Griffith welcomed their latest store-inside-store venture, L'ecole Des Femmes. For a limited time only, this exclusive collaboration features the Paris-inspired label's chic line of dresses, coats, and separation. L'ecole Des Femmes at Rodan vs. Griffith, 8207 West 3rd Street, (between La Jolla and Sweetzer
roads); 323-951-9220. We are constantly fascinated by what our zodiac token says about our lives, whether it's which signs are the most compatible, the best sex positions for each sign, or how each sign handles conflict in relationships. So Bustle enlisted Mecca Woods, a New York City-based Astrologer from
MyLifeCreated.com to tell us all about how astrology affects our lives every week. This week's topic: your weekly horoscope for the week of September 5-11.The week opens (September 7) with a productivity that increases connection between the Sun (confidence) in Virgo and Pluto (power) in Capricorn. With these two
cosmic powerhouses in earth signs, the areas where we can make the most progress will be in business/jobs, communication with others and health. Still, the biggest event of the week happens on September 9, when Jupiter leaves the planet of optimism, opportunity and good fortune Virgo and enters Libra for a year-
long stay. With Jupiter spending time a sign that makes it easier to express its gregaries we can expect great developments (and great gifts) by way of relationships (especially in business and romance), fairness and international diplomacy, beauty, fashion and creative endeavors. Read below to find out what this week's
stars mean for your sign. And remember to tual into Bustle's weekly horoscopes video live.m on Facebook every Monday at 4 p.m. for a rundown of your weekly horoscope. Aries (March 21 - April 19)Expect this week to be particularly productive as your knack for getting things done could bring you some great kudos or
rewards from the higher ups. Bring your A game. Love is also a bright spot. Taurus (April 20 - May 20) If you've thought about bringing a creative project or idea to the public eye, it's a good week to do that. Overall, now is the time to focus on doing work you love. Believe in what is possible. Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
The week can start a little heavily as you are encouraged to work through a deeper problem with your partner or a member of your family. Things brighten up midweek as fun becomes a priority again. Cancer (June 21 - July 22)If you should have an important talk with your partner or a close friend, consider this week as
one of your best times to do so. A 50-50 agreement or compromise can work for both of you. Leo (July 23 – August 22)If you were looking for a new job or a new form of income, it's a good week to send out applications or have conversations with people in a position to hear/help you. Your words are now golden brown.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22)Your swag is showing up a hundred thousand trillion this week, which means not only will you be high creative at all times, you can get paid quite nicely for what you create too. Libra (September 23 - October 22)You should feel a noticeable shift this week if the stars line up to kick off one
of the best years you've had in some time. Time to break free from what is holding you back. Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)Try to tackle your biggest projects in the first half of the week as your productivity will be high. By midweek, the energy shifts make self-catering and decompression your biggest priority.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) It's time to capitalize on the stellar reputation you've built for yourself professionally. Look to negotiate an increase in salary or pitch one of your big ideas to a VIP contact. Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) The sky is the limit this week as the cosmos helps you kick off the
most impressive 12 months in your career you've seen in a while. Time for a brand new direction. Aquarius (January 20 – February 18) Things are starting to look up for you which means help or resources can get through at just the right time this week. Above all, it's time to go beyond what you're used to. Pisces (19 -
March 20)Expanding your resources is the focus this week if you are encouraged to apply for a loan or funding, or make a serious investment. Finance can be a through a rewarding partnership. Images: Fotolia; Caroline Wurtzel/Hustle Wurtzel/Hustle
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